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Arbitrate Or Litigateiuouio
puiouiouiouiouiuoiouuioopo Arbitrate Or To Litigate: That Is The
thisi si f fhif
By Kevin Nechtrnb"

"The only thing wehave tofear is fear itself ..."
Franklin D. Roosevelt'
1. Introduction
t is an issue address~d in virtu~lly all con!ract
negotiations. Anyone involved with transactional
work routinely deals with it. When raised, it
often becomes the subject of a heated debate. And
yet, it is probably one of most importantbut misunderstood and neglected issues dealt in contractual
negotiations.
The"it"isthe issueofwhether the contract should
designate that disputes betweenparties arising under
the agreement should be resolved by either mediation/arbitration or bylitigation. In other words: "To
Arbitrate or to Litigate."
Often one of the final (if not the final) issues to
be dealt with during negotiations and relegated to
the end of the contract, it is nonetheless an issue
that hasan enormous practical impact on the parties
dealings under the agreement, facilitating (or not)
their partiesability to enforce adherence to its variousterms and conditions.
As we shall discuss below, not all disputes easily
lendthemselves to be resolved bymediation/arbitration. Sometimes the issues to be resolved are more
suitedforthe discovery andinvestigative procedures
that are the hallmark of litigation. In anyevent, the
procedure eventually selected (arbitration or litigation) should always be the result of an informed
inquiryon the part of the contract drafter.
However, many (if not most) contract drafters have
only a passing knowledge of mediation/arbitration
and what it involves. While they may be equally
personally unfamiliar with litigation, somehow
(owing perhaps to their legal training or perhaps to
extensive characterizations of trials in the popular
media) litigation seems a much more time-tested
and familiar process to them, open to public scrutiny, whilearbitration remains a muchmoredistant,
remote and unfamiliar process often conducted
behind closed doors with a perceived potential for
deal-making and abuse.
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1. Withapologies to Shakespeare.
la. A contribution from the LESI Life Sciences Committee.
2. FirstInaugural Address, March1933.Fora text,see http://
www.historymatters.gmu.edu/d/5057/.

Thus, when confronted with the ch~ice of arbitration or litigation, the knee-jerk reaction of many
negotiators not familiar with arbitration is simply
to opt for what they consider as the "safe" option:
litigation. While they knowthat litigation is often a
wholly unsatisfactory solution, it is often a case of
"betterthe devil youknowthan the oneyoudonot."
Further, by choosing litigation, some peoplebelieve
that they have not given up anyrights which
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The primaryreasons
enunciated by most lawyers for disliking arbitration appear to be based on the perceptions that
one will get something less than a fair hearing
(due, for example, to a lack of discovery and/or
cross-examination possibllities}' and that arbitration lacks manyof the court system's fundamental
structures that help assure fairness.' An oftenheard refrain from such persons is that "myclients
would kill me if they found themselves in such a
situation." This is especially magnified when the
3. See,forexample, "To Arbitrate or Not to Arbitrate: Clients
Should Carefully Consider Agreement ForBinding Arbitration",
at http://library.jindlaw.com/2000/]un/l/129487.html.
4. In this regard, one of the primaryarguments offered for
preferring litigation overarbitration lies in the requirement of
courts of first instance, and the appellate courts that review
their decisions, to articulate sound legal reasonsfor their judgments; reasons and judgments whichare themselves subjectto
further review and confirmation. Arbitration, with its absence
of appellate review (and, indeed, often its prohibitions against
appellate review), lacks such a safeguard.
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